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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:   Tony Krvaric, Republican Party of San Diego County 
FROM:  John Nienstedt, Competitive Edge 
RE:  Results of TOT Increase Ballot Measure Survey 
DATE:  Friday, July 01, 2016 
 
This analysis is based on the results from the poll of 603 San Diego city voters conducted by Competitive Edge 
Research April 12 through 16, 2016. The results presented here are a subset of a comprehensive poll related to the 
mayoral election. Interviews were conducted by trained professionals from our offices in San Diego, California, with 
both landline and cell phone-only respondents. The voter turnout model is 37% to reflect the anticipated level of 
participation in the City’s June 2016 primary election. The maximum margin of sampling error is +/- 4.0% at the 
95% confidence level. 
 
Chargers Fan Avidity 
 
Only 20% of the voters regard themselves as big Chargers fans. This is the lowest percentage we have 
ever recorded, as some voters who were previously big fans have morphed into casual followers of the 
team. Thirty-seven percent not fans.  

 
Whether someone is a Chargers devotee tends to relate to their economic status. Those who live in 
lower income areas are rarely big fans of the team, and the same can be said for those in high income 
areas. It is the folks in areas where incomes range from $44,000 to $83,000 who are more avid about 
the Chargers. In those neighborhoods, 25% claim to be big fans and only 28% are non-fans. Men tend to 
be more enthusiastic than women, and Republicans tend to be bigger fans than non-Republicans. But 
even among men, only 22% profess to be big Chargers fans now, and among Republicans the figure is 
only 24%. There is also more fandom in Asian neighborhoods. 
 
Important Issues Facing City of San Diego 
 
Respondents were asked what the most important issue facing San Diego was at the time. Fifteen 
percent put some type of infrastructure maintenance at the top of their list and another 8% specifically 
said street/road repair was the most important issue. Therefore, nearly one-quarter of the electorate 
was focused on an infrastructure-related issue.  
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Very reliable voters between the ages of 50 and 80 tend to 
be more preoccupied with this topic than are other 
segments. An incredible 36% of them say infrastructure, 
streets and roads belong at the top of their list.  This reaches 
even more of a fever pitch if that voter lives in an area that is 
at least 14% blue collar.  Another group that relatively 
frequently puts this issue at the top is men between the ages 
of 32 and 50.  It’s not that all women 32 to 50, voters 
younger than 32 or those older than 80 entirely dismiss 
infrastructure, but they typically have other top priorities. 
 
Eleven percent put the stadium or the Chargers at the top of 
the heap. Interestingly, while Charger fans are a bit more 
likely than non-fans to say this is the most important issue, 
only a fairly modest 15% actually put it at the top of their 
list. That compares to 25% of them who put streets and 
infrastructure in the top position. When it comes to top-of-
mind reactions, even the team’s fans are more focused on 
those concerns than on a new stadium. 

 
Other notable issues included: water/drought (6%), affordable housing (6%), jobs/employment (5%), 
homelessness (5%), growth/development (5%), and schools/education (4%).  
 
 
Local Issue Importance 
 
We also asked voters to rate the importance of individual local issues as they related to then upcoming 
mayoral election. Roads and infrastructure, the economy, schools and education, jobs, and the city’s 
budget and finances are all bunched in a top-tier. One could argue that schools and education, by virtue 
of the fact that 44% find it extremely important (more than any other issue), should be at the top of the 
list. In fact, it could be. The difference in importance between these five issues is minor. But schools and 
education comes in third here because 5% of the electorate places no importance on that issue. In 
contrast only 2% see roads and infrastructure as unimportant and just 3% say the same thing about the 
economy. 
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There is no demographic sub-group where fewer than two-thirds say roads and infrastructure are at 
least very important.  In more minority areas where home values are lower, a phenomenal 90% rate this 
as a very or extremely important issue in the Mayor’s race. The only segments where we don’t see the 
super-intensity for roads and infrastructure are among less than very reliable voters in neighborhoods 
where more than 80% of them are white or in upscale minority areas. 
 
Building a new football stadium, yet again, brings up the rear in importance. A striking 41% feel this 
issue is not at all important and another 14% regard it as not too important. Therefore 56% of the 
electorate gives building a new stadium short shrift. Yes, 21% still believe this issue is very important, 
but that is a new low in importance.  
 
One reason why the stadium is not a big deal is because there just are not that many big Chargers fans.  
Yes, big fans do think the issue is highly important, as 70% of them say building a new stadium is at least 
very important. But they are vastly out-numbered by the other 80% who comprise the casual and non-
fans, and those folks are not into the stadium issue.  
 
Further, stadium cheerleaders continually tout the idea that a high turnout election is the key to victory 
because those who care most about the stadium are low propensity voters. This is true, but only in the 
qualified sense that lower propensity Chargers fans are the ones who are most engaged on the issue.  
Lower propensity casual and non-fans could not care less about building a new football stadium.   
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Measure to Increase TOT to Fund Convadium 
 
The Chargers are trying to place a measure to increase the Transient Occupancy Tax on the November 
ballot. It would fund the construction of a convention center annex as well as their new stadium in 
downtown. Here is the question we asked respondents: 
 
And there may be a local measure on the November ballot regarding the funding and construction of a 
$1.8 billion San Diego Convention Center annex and a new multi-purpose Chargers stadium in 
downtown. The measure would increase the Transient Occupancy Tax, which is the tax paid by overnight 
visitors, from 10.5 percent to 16.5 percent. If the election were held today, would you vote “yes” to 
approve it or “no” to reject it? 
 
One key question here is whether the wording we tested is similar to what would actually appear on the 
November ballot. Another valid caveat is this poll reflects a low turnout election (more about that in a 
moment). However, when the poll was conducted, 58% would vote “no” (38% definite) and only 35% 
would support it. Because this is a tax measure and because the Chargers are aiming for a “yes” vote, it 
is doubtful a supportive campaign could right the ship and secure passage. 
 

 
Voters who think it is extremely important to build a new football stadium are typically voting ‘yes.’ On 
the other hand, those who see that as unimportant comprise a solid ‘no’ bloc.  Since there are many 
more voters in that category, the measure is in deep trouble. But there’s another reason the measure is 
destined to fail without a drastic change in public opinion:  even those who see a new stadium as very 
important are split on the measure.  Forty-six percent are voting ‘yes’ and 45% are voting ‘no.’  These 
are the folks who want the Chargers to stay, but have serious questions about the details in the 
Chargers’ plan. 
 

That problem – where voters don’t see the TOT measure as a solution to their pet problem – is more 
acute when the pet issue is expanding the convention center. Forty-three percent who think expansion 
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is extremely or very important would vote against the TOT increase. Almost all of this is solid opposition. 
These are the folks who don’t like the idea of an annex or who think the increase in TOT is too much. 
Additionally, more voters see the convention center’s expansion as unimportant and they are 
resoundingly voting ‘no.’     
 
It is true that the TOT measure would fare 
somewhat better in a very high turnout election. 
Analysis here shows the most ingrained 
opposition coming from very reliable voters, as 
more than 60% of them are against it. Somewhat 
reliable voters are at 56% ‘no.’ However, even 
unreliable voters would have to undergo a major 
shift in opinion in order to change the outcome; 
they are only 41% ‘yes’ and 50% ‘no.’  
 
Key Sample characteristics 
 
Partisanship:  40% Democrat, 34% Republican, 18% no party preference, 7% minor party 
 
Ideology:  19% very liberal, 31% somewhat liberal, 30% somewhat conservative, 13% very conservative, 
6% in between 
 
Gender: 51% female, 49% male 
 
Age: 5% 18-24, 7% 25-34, 10% 35-44, 17% 45-54, 23% 55-64, 21% 65-74, 17% 75+ 
 
Ethnicity: 14% Latino, 85% non-Latino 
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